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The intention of my paper is to show the significance of Beethoven in the development 
of Japanese musicology, mainly depicting historical events with which I am more or 
less personally concerned. The Japanese Musicological Society was founded only 
after World War II. And we are now expecting to hold the 21st Annual Convention at 
Sendai this autumn. At the public session of this convention, we are preparing to 
speak about "Beethoven and the Present Age" . 
When the Institute of Music was first established at Tokyo in 1879, there was no 
Western-style orchestra in Japan at all. This Institute became known as the Tokyo 
Academy of Music in 1887. The technical development of musical performance was 
remarkable. The VI symphony of Beethoven, for instance, had its premi~re in Japan 
thanks to the Orchestra of the Academy in 1919. The Choral Symphony was performed 
by the same orchestra for the first time in Japan in 1924, just one hundred years after 
the first performance at Vienna under the general direction of Beethoven himself. 
Because I was attending middle school at the time, I was one of the youngest in the 
audience, and so the impression of the concert was all the more overwhelming. 
But the opening of the department for composition at the Academy of Music was as 
late as in 1932. There was no department nor professorship for music nor musicology 
at Tokyo University, and not to mention other smaller universities. These facts show 
the deplorable neglect of creative and research activities in music at those times. 
So the Beethoven Exhibition in the centenary year of 1927 at the Nanki Music Library 
at Tokyo seems to have been a miracle. Our University Library owns the catalogue of 
this exhibition which covers 25 pages. At that time the Nanki Library had all known 
books, reviews and reference books concerning Beethoven together with the composer's 
works in their first edition and facsimile, the "Critical Complete Works" by Breit-
kopf&. Härtel, the critical editions and also the old editions. There were two manus-
cripts of the Master exhibited. One musical manuscript is, according to a letter 
attached to this by Anton Schindler, the beginning of the Master's arrangement of the 
Scottish Folksongs. But in reality, this manuscript is not of the Scottish but of the 
Russian Folksongs 1 . The other manuscript is Beethoven's letter (or more exactly: 
a draft of a letter) to C. F. Peters 2. 
I am inclined to mark the starting point of Japanese musicology in the modern sense 
at the opening of the important music library by Marquis Yorisada Tokugawa at Tokyo 
in 1917. The most precious collection of this library is from the Cummings' Collection. 
William Hayman Cummings died at London in 1915, and his rich collection was divided 
between Marquis Tokugawa and the Library of Congress in Washington. In 1918 a new 
building for the auditorium of the Nanki Library was constructed. Although the Great 
Earthquake in 1923 ruined the auditorium, the Nanki Music Library was able to put on 
such a muskological exhibition concerning Beethoven in 1927, as mentioned before. 
Dr. Kiyosuke Kanetune (he himself used the Japanese system of romanization, so do 1), 
a member of the Library, published in the same year a remarkable book entitled 
"The Death of Beethoven" . This book was not written in academical style, but revealed 
an original and deep understanding of a very able musicologist. 
Prof. Hirosada Tarnaura of the Tokyo Academy of Music and one of the important 
staff members of the Nanki Library was the lecturer in music history and aesthetics 
at Tokyo University during my student years there. He was lecturing for several years 
on Beethoven's symphonies one after the other. In 1929 I entered Tokyo University in 
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the department of history of art, intending in a vague way to study Greek sculpture. 
I happened to meet the aforementioned Dr. Kanetune . He persuaded me to study music 
with him. He was a free man living as a sage in older times without any academic 
occupation at the university. I changed my major from history of art to aesthetics, and 
studied with Prof. Yoshinori Oonishi, a great scholar in Japanese aesthetics. I wrote 
a graduation thesis on Beethoven's Sonata Appassionata, utilizing the analytical methods 
of Fritz Cassfrer, Hans Meyer and Walter Engelsmann. 
Meanwhile such a magnificent institution as the Nanki Music Library was closed due 
to the financial difficulties of Marquis Tokugawa. For a few years the books and music 
notes of the Nanki collection were kept at the top floor of the Keio University Library. 
This collection was rescued from Tokyo before the heavy bombardment in the Pacific 
War. The top floor of the library was destroyed shortly after the evacuation of the 
collection. Unfortunately it took a long time to reopen the Nanki Music Library and now 
at last we come near at hand to realize our hope. 
I would like to mention several books on Beethoven by Japanese scholars in the years 
since the closing of the Library. Prof. Saburo Moroi, the father of Makoto Moroi, 
who is called "Stockhausen in Japan", published two academic works on Beethoven. 
One is on string quartets, the other on piano sonatas, mainly constituted of composition-
al analysis. Prof. Keisei Sakka compiled two monumental books on Beethoven's life 
and on his works. Covering more than 1500 pages, these books are trustworthy 
documentations. The present situation of Beethoven in Japan can be glimpsed in two 
issues of current magazines: one a special issue of the musical review "Ongaku 
Geijutsu" entitled "Beethoven Studies" published this year, and the other the April 
issue of the review "Philharmony" concerning Beethoven. 
Beethoven's music was and still is a kind of revelation to many Japanese. I may 
confess that my conversion to Catholicism at the end of my student life perhaps owned 
much to Beethoven, especially to his later years. Our Buddhistic and Shintoistic 
traditions, and musical heritages such as Gagaku, Noh and Kabui, these traditions 
and heritages are all the more interesting having come into contact with Beethoven 3 . 
Our concern with Beethoven surely opens certain vast new fields which should be 
treated if possible by musicology in a wider sense. I feel happy that I can come so 
far from the East to express my respect to Beethoven. 
Footnotes 
1 WoO 158 No . 15. See the photographic reproduction: "Catalogue of the Special 
Exhibition of the Nanki Music Collection", published by the Yomiuri Shimbun, 
Tokyo 1967, 74. 
2 No.1024 in "Beethovens sämtliche Briefe"·, Krit. Ausg. mit Erläut. von A. C. 
Kalischer (2. Aufl. neu bearbeitet von T . von Frimmel). See the photographic 
reproduction, p. 75 of above mentioned catalogue. 
3 See my Paper "The Development of Western-style Music in Japan and the Posi-
tion of Japanese Musical Creation" , Proceedings of the International Round Table 
on the Relations between Japanese and Western Arts, Sept. 1968 Tokyo & Kyoto, 
published by the Japanese National Commission for UNESCO, Tokyo 1969. 
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